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Abstract
Tensile structures, which consist of tension cables and/or compression struts, have some interesting
structural properties and geometric configurations. Examples include tensegrity structures, cable domes,
cable nets, and cable-strut structures. A tensile structure is generally regarded as a mechanism before
being prestressed. Under the action of initial prestresses, the internal infinitesimal mechanisms can be
rigidified, resulting in achieving the desired structural stiffness. Thus, either developing novel tensile
structures or investigating the existing ones require a form-finding (also known as force-finding)
analysis.
Form-finding of tensile structures has attracted considerable attention in various fields. Several
deterministic form-finding methods and heuristic approaches based on optimization algorithms have
been presented to solve the involved problems. However, it is frequently difficult to find simultaneously
the prestress forces and the geometric configuration of a given geometry, because the final configuration
of a tensile structure is, in general, strictly dependent on the initial prestresses. Therefore, more efficient
computational methods are necessary to facilitate effective structural form-finding for such structures.
In this study, an optimization method is presented to determine the optimal feasible prestress modes of
cable-strut tensile structures with predefined geometry and multiple self-stress states. Established in the
symmetry-adapted coordinate system, the first block of the equilibrium matrix and the integral selfstress states with full symmetry are obtained. Subsequently, an optimization model based on the integral
self-stress states is presented to compute the optimal feasible prestress modes. Thereafter, the original
multi-objective optimization problem is converted into a single objective optimization problem by the
weight coefficient method, and the particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to find feasible
solutions. Illustrative examples verify the feasibility of the presented optimization algorithms to
calculate the feasible prestress modes. In comparison with the conventional fminsearch optimization
method (based on the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm), the proposed method shows improved accuracy
and efficiency.
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